Computational estimation of the influence of the main body-to-iliac limb length ratio on the displacement forces acting on an aortic endograft. Theoretical application to Bolton Treovance® Abdominal Stent-Graft.
The influence of the relative iliac limb length of an endograft (EG) on the displacements forces (DF) predisposing to adverse effects are under-appreciated in the literature. Therefore, we conducted a computational study to estimate the magnitude of the DF acting over an entire reconstructed EG and its counterparts for a range of main body-to-iliac limb length (L1/L2) ratios. A customary bifurcated 3D model was computationally created and meshed using the commercially available ANSYS ICEM (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) software. Accordingly, Fluid Structure Interaction was used to estimate the DF. The total length of the EG was kept constant, while the L1/L2 ratio ranged from 0.3 to 1.5. The increase in L1/L2 slightly affected the DF on the EG (ranging from 3.8 to 4.1 N) and its bifurcation (4.0 to 4.6 N). However, the forces exerted at the iliac sites were strongly affected by the L1/L2 values (ranging from 0.9 to 2.2 N), showing a parabolic pattern with a minimum for 0.6 ratio. It is suggested that the hemodynamic effect of the relative limb lengths should not be considered negligible. A high main body-to-iliac limb length ratio seems to favor hemodynamically a low bifurcation but it attenuates the main body-iliac limbs modular stability. Further clinical studies should investigate the relevant value of these findings. The Bolton Treovance(®) device is presented as a representative, improved stent-graft design that takes into account these hemodynamic parameters in order to achieve a promising, improved clinical performance.